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Abtrac;t:
When ,evaluating mod'· m machinery, space and weight are often
indices as important as effidency. Planetary gearing may have many
o.f the desired characteristics: light weight, smaH size, large speed
ratio, high effidency, etc, The question is can a single type of
planetary gearing possess all the above advantages combined. In
order to give a correct answer, the basic Itypes of th - plan t~ry gearing will presented first; Ithen,. through comparison of different types.
a r,elatively flew type of planetary gearing. ,the KHV planetary, will
be recommended. ln a. later .artide.an optimum programming for
the design of the KHV planetary gear wilI be introduced.

Introduction
Traditionally. a worm or a multi-stage gear box has been
used when a large speed ratio is required, However, such
boxes will become obsolete as size and efficiency become increasingly important considerations for a modern transmission. The single-e..nveloped worm gear has a maximum speed
ratio of only 40 to 60. Its ,efficiency is only 30 to 60 per cent.
The necessity of using bronze for the worm gear and grinding nitroaUoy steel. for the worm drives up material and
manufacturing costs. Large axial Iorces (that on the worm
areequal to the tangential force on the worm gear) require
bulky bearings and shafts. Double-enveloped worm gearing
can obtain a higher ,efficiency, but the required technology
is complicated with no in I!erchange.ability. The maximum
speed ratio is about 5 to 7 for a single st.age gear box and
25 Ito 50 for a double-stage. The multi-stage gear box is complex in structure with many gears. shafts, bearings, etc., and
its efficiency decreases when power passes gears and bearings in each stage. There are many advantages to epicyclic
or planetary gearing, such as, light weight, small size, large
speed ratio. high efficiency and the capability of providing
at differentia) motion. However, each type of planetary gearing has its own particul ..ar fe.atuI'es, and whether or not there
isa type that can possess all the features and all the above
merits combined is debatable.
Most methods for classifying epicyclic or planetary gearing are based on structure, but sometimes the 'structure alone
cannot Jlepr6ent the other important Features. Hence, it is

suggested that not only structure, but also other .inmces (such
as, speed ratio, efficiency, etc.) be expressed in Ithe' classihcation, The classification and some strict definitions used in 'this
artide might be quite different from those in other books.
For example, according to Gear Handbook. (11 the "single
epicyclic gear" has three Iypes:"planetary geat' (Fig. Ia), "star
gear" (Fig. Ib) and "solar gear" (Fig. tc). The "compound
epi.cydic gear" also has three types: "compound planetary
gear" (Fig. 2a)'. "compound star gear" (Fig. 2b) and "compound
solar gear" (Fig. 2c). But in 'tMs articie, four of the six dJfferent categories aile considered one type, .2K-H (-),and the other
two types might not be considered ,epicycliC gears at all, It
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is better to use the term "gearing" instead of the above "gear,"
since "gear" means only one gear, and "gearing" implies a pair
of gears or a. gear train or a gear set. An epicyclic gearing
must have a planet gear which orbits a common central axis
when it is revolving its own axis. The locus of any point except its center is an epicycloid orepitrochoid, which is where
the term "epicyclic gearing" comes from. The "star gear" (Fig.
Ib) or the "compound star gear" (Fig.. 2b) should not be considered a type of "epicyclic gearing" because the carrier is
fix.ed, and there is not any epicydeidal motion. Practically,
it is only a conventional gear train.
In order to give a strict definitien, the author suggests using
the term "moving-axis gearing." A moving-axis gearing con-
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sists of planets with moving axes and the other gears tha:
directly mesh with the planets. Fer example, in Fig .. 3,. the
moving-axis gearing includes a-H-p-b, where p is the planet,
and H is the carrier supporting the planet. Both gear a and
gear b are in direct mesh with the planet p. Either the axis
of gear a or the axis of gear b coincides with the common
central axis 0-0; therefore, a and b are called central gear K.
Neither gear c nor gear d has a moving axis nor does either
one directly mesh with the planet, Therefore, they are net
members of moving-axis gearing, and they form a conventional gearing. Since in conventional gearing, all the axes of
the gears are fixed, they can be named fixed-axis gearing.
In a moving-axis gearing, as in Fig. 3, if gear b is fixed,
we only need to knew the motion .of either H or a. Then
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.Fig. 3 - Moving-axis

gearing & fixed-axis gearing,

we can determine the other. In ether words, there is only one
constraint or one degree of freedom. Since the motion of this
kind of gearing is something like the motion of the planet
orbiting a fixed star, the author suggests using the term
"planetary gearing," A planetary gearing isa type of moving-

axis gearing that has only one degree of freedom.
In the planetary gearing, one of the main members (except the carrier) must be of zero angular velocity, Usually,
zeraangular
velocity implies fixed, but nat always ..Exceptions will be explained later. The speed ratio of the planetary
gearing is aconstantand
can be determined by the relation
of the numbers of teeth of the gears.
Another type of moving-axis gearing is differential gearing, which is defined as fellows: A differential gearing is a
mooing-axis gearing that has two degrees of freedom. For
example, if in Fig.. 3, neither a, b nor H is fixed, two motions of the three members should be given; then, the third
can be determined. Therefore, the speed ratio of the differential may net be aconstant if the motion .of any of the three
members is changed. Through a differential, two motions can
be composed into one motion (two input toone output), and
vice versa, The term "fixed-differential" used in Reference 1
will not be used in this article. Because this type of gearing
has only one degree of freedom, it is net a differential, but
a planetary gear.
In order to have a dear comparison among different types,
it is necessary to introduce the calculations for speed ratio
and dficiency.

Speed Ratio
In moving-axis gearing, the sign of a speed ratio should
be taken into account, and some definitions should be given,
The angular speed ratio of two members, a and b, is defined as
Cab - Na/Nb
where the subscript ab means From a to b, and N, and Nb
are the angular velocities (or number of revolutions per time)
of a and b.
If the speed ratio is from b to a, then
rba - Nb/Na

lIrab

=

If rab > O,a and b rotate i.n the same direction, and if rab
in opposite directions.
If Ir. bl > 1, hum a to b is a speed reduction, and if Irabl
< 1, from at to b is at speed increase.
A high speed ratiocan be obtained when either the absolute value of at reduction speed ratie is very large. or the
absolute value of an increase speed ratio is very small. For
example, both Irabl - INa/Nbl - 100 and Irbal - INb/Nal
- 0.01 are ccasidered high speed ratios. The lowest speed
ratio is Irl - 1.
n a speed ratio of two members is relative to a third
member or a relative speed ratio, a superscript is used. For
example. the relative speed ratio of a and b to H is defined as

Frictional power is caused by fr.ictional force and relative
sliding velocity and is a function of either force and relative
velocity or torque and relative angular velocity. Suppose there
are two systems. planetary gearing and its modified system.
in which the carrier H is assumed to be relatively fixed,
Torque is independent of motion, and the relative an:guJar
velocity of any two members remains unchanged whether
the carrier is relatively fixed or not. Therefore, the two
systems have the same frictional loss power. Through the
modified system. find out the frictional loss power, then
calculate the efficiency .of the planetary. We define

< 0,

~b

(Na - Nh)/(Nb-Nh)

-

l/rGa

-

P~ - Ta (N~ - Nj\)

(5a)

and

(Ia)

(5b)
In the same way,
b

rah r~h -

.

. ~

.

(Na

-

Nb)/(Nh

-

(Nb

-

N,)I(N"

- Na)

Then we can obtain the following

Nb)

-

b

l/rha

(lb)

11

(Ie)

~b

T a and T b are the torques. P~ and P~ are the latent powers
of a and b. respectively, Since they are not real powers, but
have the same dimension as power, it is convenient 'to refer
to them as the latent powers.
In the modified system, if P~>O (P~<O), from Equa'ti.on
4a. then

three basic 'equations:

+ r~h - 1
rCa + r~h - 1
b + .rhb
a -c 1
rha
~b

(2a)
(2b)
(2-)

(6a)

and

There is onJy one speed ratio (or its reciprocal) that can
be related to the size and can also provide some characteristics
of the planetary. It is the relative speed ratio to the carrier
H and is named. the basic speed R".

Ro - ~b (The reciprocal
alternative. )

rta

(7a)

can also be used as an

The relative speed ratio of a and b to H is based on considering the carrier Has relatively fixed. It,. therefore, can
be determined in the same manner as that for a fixed-axis
gear train, and the relation of teeth or diameters can be used.
Then

Ro - r~b-

Zb

(-ll(Zb

, .. )/(Za Z~

)(3)

where: Za' Z~. ' .....
are numbers of teeth of the driving gears from a to b: Zb. Zb. . . . .. . . .. . are numbers of
teeth of the driven gears from a to b, and p is the number
of pairs of external grearing from a to b.
This G.ear Grind~erhas been IDesigned to Meet
Ihe Requirements of all Gear Manufacturers
Whe~herJob Shop or High Production

Efficiency
Input power Pill is defined as positive, and output power
Pout and frictional loss power Pr are negative, ConventionaUy, efficiency is used asa. positive value. therefore.
sometimes a minus sign or an absolute sign should be added
as follows:
1/-

-Pout/Pin

-

(Pin -

IPEiJ!p., -1 - IPI1/P,,,

For creepfeed or conventional
(inlemal and external) withrull

SpeCIllCltlonl'
Max. O!Irside diam&let
.•
Min. root diameter. . .. . . . . .. "
Mln.lMax. O:P
. . .. . .•..
....•.......
Max. number of teell1. ..
.
Min. numberofl_,
. ..
..

(4a)

and

If the frictional loss power can. be evaluated, it is not difficult to calculate the efficiency. The method for calculating
the frictional. loss power is based on "latent power" Or "gearing power." Although the procedures of derivationare
diffurent.the resulting formulae are similar in References 2-7.
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The State of the Art ...

HURTH CNC HARD OE---

The HUATH !hard finiishiin'g precess is an entireliy
new approach togear manufacture and finishing
because it enables the manufacturer to aner the
geomehy of the teeth whUe smoothingl the tooth
"lank surfacesot external and internal hardened
'gears. This process can correct errors lin IprofUe,
spacing and 'lead, as weill as such parameters as
radial runeut, pitch and cumulative pitch, The
end product is a more accurate, smoother,
Qluieter~:running gear~
To accampltshthts, the tool flank and thework
gear flank beingl machined are positively ,guided
in such a way that the' workptece and tool are
rigidlly Illinkedl durlngl machining wlith the too:I'

performing a pl!ungle-feed motion for stock
removal. AIIIIr,lght·handfla.niks are finished first.
The maehlne then reverses andlfinishes
Ilefthand flanks. Thiis sing:I!g..flankcontact means no
broken-out tool teeth due to workpiece defects
and permits eerreetleri er "redesign" of the
workpiece, 'gear durilng finishing',
The tool, either Bora.zon®or ceramle, is condlUoned and profil'ed for the work gear g:eometry
and desiredstock remova!1 by uSingl coated
dressing master. Dressingltalkes no longer than
the time requlred to flinislh one workpiece and
each dressiing removes a. minilmal amount of
material from the tool surfaces.

a

FINISHING MACHINES
STARCUT SUPPLI ED
PRODUCTS AND
SERVICES

Stair Machine Toolls
Standard and eNC Hob
Sharpeners
Shaper Cutter Sharpeners
GNG Too:1and Cutter
Grinders (5-.Axiisand 6-Axis),

Stair Cutting Tools
Hobs
Form-Reheved Cutters

Gun Drills
The hard finishing process gives the widest range
of a,pplications ot a/l post-hardening gea', finishing
methods, Adjacent shoulders or col/ars rarely pose
serious problems.

Gun Reamers
Keyseat Cutters

Gold Stair C,oatiings
Hurth Machine Toolls
eNe Gear Shavingl
Machines
CNC Gear Roilling Machines
Gear Testi;nQl Machines
Shavingl Cutter Grinding
Machines

eNC Gear Tooth Ghamfer!ing
Machines
Gear DeburrinQl Machtnes
Hard Gear Fi;nishing
Machines

eNic
This illustration shows the tool finishing the workpiece gear and the exteme! masrer ge.srs engaged
to control ;Ihe operation.

Other advantages of the process:
• .AGMA Class 14 achtevable,
• Deflinitely no grindingl burns.
• Tool marks run diagonally to glear
diameter;
• Permits machining, of gear teeth adlacent
to shoulders.
• Equipment is ideal for automated work
handling.

TliN Coatingl :Systems

cornotete Turnkey
Applicatiions

Stieber
Precision

Ptees« write or p.hone for details on this
revolutionary new process.
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Ctarnpmq Tools

In the modified
4b, then

system, if P~<O (pg>o), from Equation

71ta -

-P~/Pg

- P~/(P~ +Pj)

(eb)

and

The superscript h indicates that the carrier is relatively
fixed. Some feature of the modified system is similar to that
of a fixed-axis or conventional gearing. Therefore, the data
or formulae for calculating the ~ffidency of a conventional
gearing can be loaned to 'l~b or 'lCa'
In a planetary system, one of the basic members should
be of zero angular velocity. For example, Nb - 0, then H
and a will be the input and the output.
Let Sa - P~/Pa - Ta(Na - Nh)/(Ta Na) - 1 - Nh/Na1 -

In the planetary,

(8)

l'ha

a is the input or driving member; i.e.,

Pin - Fa - T a Na >

°

If 5a>o, then P~>o. Using Equations 4a and 7a, obtain
'laJ, -

-Ph/Pa

-

1 -

IPfl/Pa

-

1 - (I -11~)

P~/Fa -

1 - (1 - 'l~b) (1 -rha)
(9)
If Sa < 0, then P~<O. Using Equations 431 and 7b, obtain
?lah = -Ph/Pa
- 1 - IPfl/Pa - 1 - (1 - T]ga)IP~I/
(Pa tjGa) - 1 -

In the planetary,
Pout

=

Pa

-

Ta. Nil

11 -

fhal (1 -1jGa)I?lGa

(10)

H is the input or driving member; i.e.,
< 0.

NOW CU'T' IKEYWAYS
AU'TOMAT'I!CA'LLY

THE WOALD'S BEST~SE'LUNG KEYS~EATIER
liS NOW E¥EN, BETTEIR

.tniroducing the New
Mitts & Merrill .P,CIHydrrClulic reYlealer
If you need more than 10
keyways cut each week.
chances ale very good your
company's investment in a
new Milts & Merrill PC!
Hydraulic Keyseater can
easily be justified.
Let uskoow

Easy 10 operate micro-

processor controls
requirements. We'lI show
you why using a new M itts
& Melli II PC/Hydrau lie
Keyseater is the mosl cos/effective way for you to cut
accurate' keyways.

(0)

I b)

Fig. 4 - BaSICarrangements

Ie)

of 2K-H (-) type.

[f Sa < 0, then P~ > 0 .. Using Equations 4b and 7a,
obtain'1ha. - -Pa/Ph - Pa/{Pa + Pf}
~ 111[1 + (1 - J1~b) 11 -s,n
(11)
[f Sa > O,then P~ < O. Using Equations 4b and 7b, obtain
%a - l1g.l(71ga + (1 - 1jga) (1 - rna)]
(12)
As mentioned before, there are different methods for classifying the planetary. The classification suggested in this article can specify some important features of each type and
might be better than the others, Since the primary subject
of this article is not the classification system, only some basic
types will be introduced for a. comparison between the KHV
and the others ..

2K~H (-} TYPE
2K means two central gears, H denotes one carrier, and
(-) means that the basic speed ratio is negative; i.e., Ro <
O. The basic arrangements of the 2K-H ( - ) are shown in F:i:g.

4.
Speed Ratio
Ro - r~b is the basic speed ratio which can be determined
by the numbers of teeth. For example, in Fig. 4a and 4c, Ra
= ~b - -Zb/Za<O;and
in Fig ..4b, Ra - r~b = -Zblg/(Za

2f)<'0.
If b is fixed, 0'1' Nb = 0, then
(Nh - Nb) - Na/Nh - tah'

r~h

-

{Na

-

Nb)1

From Equation 2a, r~h - 1 - ~b - 1 - Ra,· then
raj, - Na/Nh1 -r~b - 1 + I~bl - 1 + IRoI
(13)
If, instead of the ring gear b. the sun geara is fixed, just
exchange the symbols a and b in Fig. 4, and fand g in Fig. 4b.
Efficiency
Since raj, > 1, cha - lIcah < 1. From Equation 8, Sa - 1
~ rha > O. Therefore, if a is input, Equation 9 should be
used, and if a is output, Equation 12 should be used ..For example, if Ro = r~b - -3, then fan - 1 + IRal - 1 + 3 4. The effi.cienciesare listed in Table 1.
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If 'I'j~bor 1jga is a constant, the relation between efficiency
and speed ratio is as in Table 2.
Important Features
Since 2K-H ( -) type has a Ro<O, as for cylindrical gears,
it must consist of one pair of internal gearing (+) and one
pair of external gearing (-), S0' that (+)( -) - (-). For bevel

Table L Efficiency of a 2K-H (-) planetary
constant speed ratio and different J7~ (or

Reduction

with

'7t.)

Increase Speed Ratio Ih.. - 1 4

Speed Ratio rail - 4

w

~

~

~~

W
W

~
~~

~

%.~

%

%.~

80

85.00

80

84.21

Table 2. Efficiency of a 2K-H ,,-) planetary with
respect to the speed ratio
.
Speed Reduction

"

7

,fa., -

95%

Speed increase "

SO

gears, when H is relatively fixed, members a and b should
have opposite directions of rotation as in Fig, 4c.
Fmm Equation 13, r..h - Na/Nn - 1 + IReI. For example, if Ra-ZbIZa' then fah - 1 +~/Za'
It reveals the
fact that the speed ratio of a planetary r..h is only one plus
the absolute value of the basic speed ratio, Ro, which
represents 'the speed ratio ·of a fixed-axis gearing or a conventional gearing. Usually, the larger the Rot the larger the
diameter of th biggest gear, which determines the overall
size. Therefore, the 2K-H (-) type cannot be used for high
speed ratios, because its size will be too large. The maximum
speed ratio for the 2K-H (-) type is about 12. For example,
the "ROSS" reducer wi.tha structure similar to, Fig. 4a has
a maximum speed ratio of only 9, (8], which sometimes can
also be obtained by a pair of conventional gears. When a
high speed ratia is required, muhi-st~ge gearing should be
used, which results in. a complicated structure with many
gears, shafts and bearings.
Since r ah > 0, the input and the output always have the
same direction of rotation. Since raJ, > 1, froma to H must
be a speed reduction, and from H to a must be a speed

increase.
from Tables 1 and 2, we can observe that the change of
speed ratio has liule effect on the efficiency, and the effiden'cy of the 2K-H (-) is higher than the efficiency when H is
relatively fixed, This is a very important feature. For example, if the efficiency of a gearing transmitting 10,000 hp drops
1 %, this might be' a small relative amount. But 10,000>:::1%
- 100 hp, which means an increase of 100 hp of power loss
or the generation of a large amount of heat. Then the
temperature of the lubricant would increase and its viscosity
would decrease, which might cause the failure of the gearing. Therefore, for the large power gearing, the efficiency
should be kept as high as possible, and the 2K-H (-) isa
good candidate.

95 %

117
1110

95.11
95.50
95.10

10

"t. -

95.68
95.48
95.10

1150

arrangements are as shown in Fig. 5.
If b is fixed, from Equation 2 and the fact that
find
fah -

N./Nh

- 1 -

~b

-

I

-Ra -

1 -

Ro > 0,

IRaI

w
(14)

When Ro approaches 1, the r ah approaches zero, which
means ran will become a very high speed increase ratio and
its reverse rha will be a very high speed reduction ratio ..For
example, in Fig. Sa .if Zit - 100, Zb- 101, Zg - 99, and
Zf - 100, then Ro - r~b - Zg Zb/(Z. 21)99x101l(100xlOO) - 9999110000 >0, and rah - Na/Nh ,1 - Ro -1110000 and rha - Nh/Na = 1000.
The mai:n features of 2K-H (+) type are as follows:
Since Ra > 0, usually, the 2K-H (+) consists ,of two pair
of internal gears or two pairs of external gears .. A. for the
bevel gearing, a and b should have the same direction of rotation when H is relatively fixed.
When R-o approaches 1, r ah approaches zero and CM ap-proaches infinity. Therefore, a very high speed ratio can be
obtained and the size remains small.
When 0 < R, < 2, the.n Irahl < 1. This means from a to
H is a speed increase. If Ro >2, then Irhal > 1. It means from
a to H is a speed reduction. Usually. a large Ra requires a

( oj

( b)

( cl

2K-H {+ ) Type
This lypea]so consists of two centra] gears and one carrier, but has a positive basic speed ratio Ro > O. Its basic

:Fig. .5 - Basic arrangements

of 2K-H (+) type.
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Composite Error
c Tolal Composite Error
C Masler Gears
e,l Tolerances
b Designs
oj Special Types
2. Analytical
A. Size - Tooth Thickness
B. Runout
C Spacing
D. Lead
E. Involute
3. Automltlc and Seml-Automatlc
A. How They Work
B. Whal Can Be Checked
C. How Fast
4. Chart Interpretation - Analytical and Functional
A. Reading the Charts
B. Which Errors Affect Other Elements
C. How 10 Correct the Error the Chart Shows

FINISHING THE GEAR
I. Gear Flnllhlng-

Before Herdenlng
A. Shavmg
a) The ShaVing Cutter
b) Types of Shaving - Conventional,
Underpass. Diagonal
c) Crown ShaVing
dl ShaVing Cutter ModiflcalJOns
e ClHlrdina\lng Tool DeslgnThe Shaver and Pr'II·Shave Tool
1) Ae·Sharpening
g) Machines

The 4-day program consists of a coordinated series of lectures given by the Engineering,
Production and Inspection staffs of Illinois Tool Works Inc. They represent over sixty years 01
experience In gear and tool specialization.
The sessions are conducted with a technique and approach that. leads to intereslng
discussion and participation. Starting with Ihe basic fundamentals. the program is directed
into those arees 01 greatest Inlerest and value 10 the people attending the particular session.
The groups are kept small so that IhlS object is rea.dily accomplished.
As mentioned. the planned program lasts four days. One·half of the fourth day is for individual discussion 01 specific problems In a detailed manner with members of the Illinois
Tool Works' staff.
More than 4,000 individuals from hundreds of companies representing manufacturing,
engineering, inspection and management. have come to Chicago lor these programs. They
have been conducted on a monlhly basis since 1958. Classes have also been conducted in
Europe. We are certain that this well rounded program has helped all of them to a better job
and also given them a beller understanding of engineering. manufacturing and inspection.
All those attending are assigned 10 the same hotel. This promotes friendly contact and
diSCUSSionof mutual problems and interests. Tuition for the course Includes transportation
from the hotel to ITW and back, one group dinner, all continental breaklasts and all lunches.
We hope we may Include your company In one of our Training Programs.
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6. INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION
AND SPECIFIC PROBLEMS
OR PLANT TOUR
This Program is flexible and changed to meet Ihe
needs of each group.

1987 Monthly Four Day Semlnanl
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1988 Monthly Four Day Semina ...
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18-21
15-18
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April
Mav
June

16·111
13-16
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,,·,4

TUITION

August

September
Oclober
Deatmber
FEE' 5595 00

Add~'onaJ sludllnts.samecompany. same class $550 00
Includ" the Iransporllll'On from the hotel 10 ITW
aM back, one group dinner. haspotallty
mM"OII.
conl", ... 'a1 b<ellidulS. and llil lul'O('-.
FOI'addlf/olW
ROIICRT

InlOnM/IoII con_:
H. MODEROW

M.nager. Training
312..711·2100

18-21
.5-18
26-29
17·20
14-,7
5-11

large size, therefore, Ro > 2 is seldom used.
When Ro < 1, then Tab > 0, which means that a and Hare
in the same direction of rotation. \!Vhen Ro> 1, then Cab <
0, which means that a and H are rotating in opposite
directions.
When R.. lies between 0 and I, fan - I - R, - 1 to 0,
therefore, 1ha - lIran > I and Sa - 1 - rha < O. If a is the
input, then Equation 10 is used for calculating 7)ah' If H is
the input, Equation 11 is used for 1'100"
When Ro is larger than 1then fah < 0; therefore, rha < 0,
and Sa
O. U a is the input, Equation 9 is used for
,calculating for 'lilll" If H is the input, Equa'tion 12 is used for

>

'lha'

The efficiencies of Ro, - 64/6.3 and Ro - 11/12are listed
in Table 3 as 'examples.
From the above, three important conclusions can be drawn:
a). The 2K-H (+) has a very useful feature, the capability
of providing a high speed ratio with a small size. However,
the larger the speed ratio, the lower the efficiency. For ex-

ample, the "ANDANTEX" reducer is similar to the one in Fig.
Sa. When rha - 3.27, 'lha == 95%, but when lha - 67, I1ha,
is only about 45 % . (91 Therefore, effort should be made Ito
increase the efficiency.
b). When the geari_ng is for speed mcrease, the ,efficiency
may become negative, which is called self-lock and is normaUy undesirable.
c). The efficiency is very sensitive to the ,change of l(j~ (er
'lCa). Therefore, how to obtaina.
high 'l~b is a crucial
problem for increasing the efficiency of the 2K-H (+) Itype.

KH.V Type
From the previous discussion, it is clear that the 2K~H (-)
high efficiency, but its maximum speed ratio,
is small (not much larger than that of a pair of conventional
gears)', and 'the 2K-H ( + ) type can provide a high speed ratio,
with a small size, but its efficiency is low. One feasible method
of overcoming these disadvantages is to combine these two
types. The combinarion (which can provide a medium speed
type can obtaina

Provides actual over
ball/pin measurement of any
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spline without the need
of costly
setting masters.
Provides, vital
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Gage' Di;viision

851111lHIDPlkl: '. ICINCINNATI, OHIO 45245 • (5'13)752-6000
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ratio with a medium efficiency') is named 3Ktype. Owing
to space limit, the details of the 3K will not be discussed here,
However, its structure must be meeecomplkated
than a single
2K-H (-) or 2K-H ,(+), and sometimes, the gain may be less
than the loss. An interesting question may arise: whether
there is a type that can obtain both high efficiency and high
speed ratio with a small size and a compact structure.
first, for a large speed ratio, it is better to choose .2K-H
(+) type which is made up of two pairs of either internal
gearing, (+) (+) - +, or-external gears ( -) (-) - +. Can
we just use one pair of intema] gears (+) Ito obtain a more
compact structure?
Secondly, for increasing efficiency when other conditions
are the same, the most important factor is '1~b (or '1Ca); i.e,
the efficiency when the carrier is relatively fixed or the efficiency of a conventional gearing. (See Table 3.) This figure
can. be obtained from some empirical data (for example, 0.95
to 0.98 for a pair of external gears and 0.97 to 0.99 fora
pair of internal gears) or from some formulae as in References
5, 6 and 10. One of them for a pair of gears is as foUows:,
171Z -

1 - 3.14159 iJ'

x,

(22 ± Zl) 1 (2 Z2 Zl)

(15)

where: 2z and Z1 are numbers of teeth, I! is coeffident of
friction,"+" stands for external gearing, "-" for internal gearing: and K, is meshing ·coefficient.
K, has a relation to 'contact ratio and the position of
meshing. I! bears relation to materials, surface finishing,
lubrication.etc, Besides K, and u; the important Iactorsare
the numbers of teeth and arrangement. For example, in a pair
of external gears where Z2 -100 and 21 - 99, the (Za +
ZI) 1(2221) - 199/9900. In an internal gear pair. (Z2 Z1)/(22Z1) - 119900. Therefore, internal. gearing is much
better than external, and the best arrangement is Za - 2]
- 1.
Thirdly, ina planetary along the power flow, the fewer
the pairs of gears, the higher the ,effidency. If i.t consists of
only one pair of gears, the power loss would be the smallest.
It is the KHV type that can satisfy the above requirements,
Consisting of only a central gear (ring gear b) meshing with
planets (a), a carrier (H), and an equal angular velocity
mechanism (V), the KHV (as shown in Figs. 6(7) is compact
in structure, light in weight, and capable of providing both
large speed ratio and high efficiency. The speed ratio for a

b

Fig.6
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The KHV type.

Jig. 7 - The KHV reducer With H as input and V as, output.

single stage KHV is from 40 to 200. Its weight and size are
about one quarter those of a multi-stage conventional gear
box. Through optimum design, its ,efficiency can reach 92 %
when the speed ratio is up to 200.
.
The KHV has at basic speed ratio Ro - 2b/Z" > 0, which
is similar to the 2K-.H (+). Therefore, the KHV ·can provide
a high speed ratio. Since it consists of only one pair of internal gears, it might be possible for the KHV to obtain a. high
efficiency.
There are only three main members in the KHV: the ring
gear b. the carrier H, and the planet a .. If one is fixed, the
other two should be the input and the output.
If the ring gear b is fixed, or Nb - O,then
r~ - Na/Nh - 1 -Ro - 1 - r~b- 1 - Zb/Za - (Za Zb)/Za
(See Equation 2a.)
(16)

If the angular velocity of the planet is zero, or Na - 0,
r6h - Nb INh - 1 - r1:a - 1 - 2a/Zb - (2b - Za)/Zb
(17)

The equal angular velocity mechanism V is used to transmit
the motion and power of the planet to a shaft whose axis
coincides with the central axis. Any ,coupling 'that can
transmit motion between two parallel shafts, such as, universal joints or Oldham couplings, might be used as the V.
However, these kinds of couplings are too large and heavy,
which would tend to, nul[ifythe
advantages of the KHV.
Therefore, special designs for the V should be used. One of
them is the plate shaft type, as shown in Fig.B. On the planet
there are several holes of the same diameter d2 equally
spaced ona circle of D. On the plate shaft there isa plate
having several pins of the same diameter d1 equally spaced
on a cir-cle of D. Each pin fits into one hole. The dimensions
are so arranged ,that d2 - d1 - 2 0102, where Ol~ is the
center distance of b and a. Then OlOzM N can form a
parallelogram four-bar linkage, in which. the opposite bars
always have the same angular motion. Since M and .02, are
on the plate, MOz can represent the plate shaft. Since Nand
01 are on the planet, NOl can represent it.. MOz and N01

therefore, are opposite bars of the same angular motion. As
mentioned before, Na - 0 does not mean that the planet a
is fixed, otherwise the KHV cannot work because it is
jammed.
In Fig. 8, if :ring gear b is rotatable, and the plate shaft
(M02) is fixed, the planet (NOl) can move when carrier H
(DI02) rotates. Since (NO}) should have the same angular
velocity as the opposite bar (M02), the angular velocity of
the planet (N01) is zero Na-O,
and the movement isa
translation with no rotation. There are also other types of
the V, such as floating plate type, zero teeth difference type,
etc.
fig. 9 is a KHV for driving a five ton gantry. The plate
shaft is fixed, the carrier is the input and the ring gear is the
output. The speed ratio is +741. from outside only the 5.S
hp motor can be seen. The old design used to be a bulky
3-sta:ge gear box parallel tothe wheel. The KHV cuts down
weight and size to the maximum ,extent, since there is no increase in weight and size for the KHV. Allthe parts of the
KHV are built inside the wheel. In the same way, the KHV
can be built inside the drum of a winch, the pulley ofa conveyor or the adapter of a gearmotor.
The KHV was first patented in Germany in 1925.lts tooth
form was epicydoid. In the 19'30's involute tooth form was
also used for the KHV.. However, its development was
hindered for a long time by the problems of interference and
efficiency. Having studied those problems for decades, the
lapa.nese Sumitomo
Company
developed
theCYCLO
reducer .. Improved by using hardened rollers, high accuracy
and modified epicycloid (or epitrochoid) tooth form, the
CYCLO has reached an efficiency of 95% with speed ratio
up to 8,-1mand has become a successful gearing in the world
market. Some businessmen predict that the CYCLO will
replace muln-stage'gear
and worm boxes in the future,
However, it is difficult for other companies to design and
make the particular gear cutting and grinding machines for
the m.odified epitrochoid teeth and to know how to modify
the form.
The basic speed ratio of the KHV is positive (+), similar
to the 2K-H (+) type, which can provide a high speed ratio,
but the higher the speed ratio, the lower the efficiency.
To avoid mterference, the minimum teeth difference between the ring gear-and the pinion of an internal pair of gears
is usually limited to 10 or 12 for 20C pressure angle involute
tooth form ..(12, 13) But the KHV cannot keep to this restriction. Since the 1960's KHVs with teeth differences of 2 to 6
have also been used in China, Iapanand Russia.
However, the author suggests using the smallest teeth difference: i.e .• 1, and a high speed ratio in order to bring the
advantages of the KHV into fun play. The question is how
to avoid interference and increase efficiency. The interference
calculation of internal gearing is very complicated and is
separate!,y introduced in another work by this author. (14)
From Equation 15 the speed ratio fha - -Z,/(Zb - Za)'
therefore, 'the more teeth and the smaller the 'teeth difference,
the higher the speed ratio. For example, if Zb - 50, when
teeth
difference,
Zel Zb Z.a - 1, fha -49/(50-49)--49',
and when Zd - 6, rhil - -441(50'-44)
- -7.3 the same result can also be provided by a pair of

Fig. 8- The plate shaft type equal angular velocity mechanism.

Fig. 9 - A KHV reducer built inside a wheel with H as input iIIId ring gear

as output.

simpleconventicnal

gears.
The best arrangement for high speed ratio and compact
structure is Zd - 1. In Equation 15, because the term (Z2
- Z1)/(Z2Z1) - Zd/(Z~O!), the mOJ1e teethand the smaller
the teeth difference, the smaller this term and the higher the
1/~b(or TId,· which is an important Iacter determining ,efficiency of the KHV. The best arrangement is also Zd - 1
and a large number of teeth or high speed ratio. Therefore,
it might he possible for the KHV with Zd - 1 to obtain
both high efficiency and high speed ratio, Through optimum
programming, the KHV can reachan efficiency of 92 % with
speed ratio up to 200.
The maximum speed ratio of a single stage CYCLO is 87,
which might be limited by the table of the grinding machine

(continued on pll8,e 48)
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and the strength of the equal velocity mechanism. Most
materials for the CYCLO are high carbon chrominum steel
with high hardness, which requires an elaborate heat treatment and an accurate grinding. The KHV has involute teeth
with a concave to convex contact (internal gear contacts external gear), which results in. a high contact strength. The
internal. gear has a. very strong bending strength, and the
external gear is modified, which increases the bending
strength. Therefore. the KHV can use conventional
gear
materials and common accuracy. Usually, the ring gear is
carbon steel without grinding, and 'the planet is either carbon or alloy steel, All the gears of the KHV can be generated
by standard gear cutters and conventional equipment.
Compared to the CYCLO, the KHV is easier to manufacture and less expensive .. Therefore, it is a very promising
gearing.
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In the note in Table B.l the symbollG/in should read ,Ib/ln.

from page 7)
In the caption for Fig. 14. the last equation should read
c,/b! - 0.5, e~ - 2 O~m.

ERRATA
Editors Note: We apologize that several errors appeared
In recent Issuesof GEAR TECHNOLOGY. We regret any inconvenience these errors may have caused.

"lo.ngftudlnal load Distribution
for Straddle- an'd Ove.rhang-M'ounted

In the article

Factor

MOROZUMO,
MUNEHARU. 'The Efficiency and the Design of
Modified Internal Gearing", Mechanical Researches (Iapanese), No.5.

Geaa" by Toshlml Tobe. et al. appearrng in our JuJlAug
Issue. the following errors occurred:
Equation 17 should read
k "

!Pn Ib/I[wl
k -

+

Wz

KH/l -o96[k1_

+ vvP]max
KHtl

Equation 19 was ommitted. It should read.
When both tooth surfacesjust come into contact at 11 'I! *, the position 7J" is obtained from

In the Sept/Oct issue, on page 50 of Stan Jakoba's

Unlts:-

Me surementl

figures 1 kg-m under "Moment afforce ... " I kg/dm under
"Specific force of gravity" and I kg-mlrad under' 'Spring rate:
torsional" all refer to kg force, a symbol sometimes written
as kp.

In this same issue, page 47 was incorrectly laid out. The
table of terms at the top of the page and Equations 3 and
11 immediately below it both are part of the article, "Selectlon ,of a P,lIOper,Ball Size" " ." by Van Gerpen and
Reece. coonnuec from page 34.

PACB

11-"'*

I BTN
]~. + K*lnV(PACPJ]
Cos /BHA) *BDI
_

as follows:

+ PACP/
In Equation 20. the figure ez d should read ez
The letter f in Figs. 9 and J Sb should read ~

r6

d

The first equation in the footnote on the bottom of page
should read KFtl - KH~

48,
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"51

and Equlval neles" the

Equation 3 should read:

dSoll'/J -0
dfj

In the last tvvo paragraphs on page 46. Fig. B. I ,isincorrectly labelled A. I.

(3)

The remainder of the equations on page 47 [Nos. 12-19)
belong to Paul Dean's article, "Inter,r,elatfonshl,p ,of
Tooth,Thlckn IS Mea...:sur.ments as IEvaJuat dl by
Various Measurlngl if: chnlq1ues,:' continued from
page 23.

